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attle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under tred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boil-ingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry sub-marine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the car-cinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s intention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evacuates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say under the carcinogens, and the second device, the oth-er dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcin-ogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyx-iated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awayited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of ameri-cas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt throughout the house ] like any acid oumber of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, vid-eo-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s intention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evacuates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say under the carcinogens, and the second device, the oth-er dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcin-ogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyx-iated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awayited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness some-thing,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt throughout the house ] like any acid oeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-mak-ers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt subma-rine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casu-alties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  livid-ity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false buri-al, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mecha-nisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boil-ingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry sub-marine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the car-cinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s in-tention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evacuates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say under the carcinogens, and the second de-vice, the other dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcino-genic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth tech-nique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I tr subma-rine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false buri-al, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mecha-nisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boil-ingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry sub-marine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the car-cinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s in-tention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evacuates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say under the carcinogens, and the second de-vice, the other dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am inthe epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcino-genic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth tech-nique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I tr subma-rine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false buri-al, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mecha-nisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boil-ingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry sub-marine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the car-cinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   rk red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did notwant my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign inthe mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyx-iated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awayred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-apith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false buri-al, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mecha-nisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-amakers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry sub-marine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the car-cinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second de-vice that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone sub-sides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, fur-niture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, re-lent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s intention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evacuates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say under the carcinogens, and the second device, the oth-er dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcin-ogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyx-iated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awayited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of ameri-cas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt throughout the house ] like any acid oumber of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, vid-eo-taped, analog like any animal or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I h

ericas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  o r city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s inten-tion is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and gen-eral (large fragments of blasted cityscape, some domestic items, furni-ture), as they enter the performancespace,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guan-tanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal com-position plays as relent, relent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant whitenoise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, where,” and the excru-ciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone back “the shit is everywhere,”and the excruciating plastic of thefeeding tube in cases before they re-moved the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation,naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [ps that will not be torn out of mind, simulat-ed death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as relent, relent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant whitenoise, naked, enforced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I the maximum decibelsof Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal compositionplays as relent, relent must be felt tobe possible   o flasting] beyond the death,  I am I didnot want to be the long century of it   the flash back “the noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [ps shit is everywhere,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases be-fore they removed the throat simulat-ed death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humiliation, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light twice, a minimal composition plays as ble   of lasting] be-death,  I am I the maximum decibelsof Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a of lasting] beyond the trau-maeffect of simulated death,  I am I the maximum de of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I the maximum cibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once of lasting] 

thing,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [ev-idence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt throughout the house ] l i k e any acid oumber of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, furniture), as they en-ter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rub-ber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels of Skinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as re-lent, relent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulated death,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that constant white noise, naked, en-forced, corrosive of the person, strange flora in the flash back “the shit is every-where,” and the excruciating plastic of the feeding tube in cases before they removed the throat simulated death, I am I did not want to be the long century of it, the school of the Aleph, bare life, digital, sexual humilia-tion, naked, “constant white noise, no talking, everyone in the dark with the guards wearing a light on their [psychological] heads….” of or through metastasis and Simon’s intention to witness something,” I heard you say––I am I don’t want to be the proof of how it evac-uates, shatters, breaks apart levels the built world,” and the underlying mechanism, the ground-form, think we must, I heard you say un-der the carcinogens, and the second device, the oth-er dead won’t touch it,  “rainfall (nuclear)”Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten symptom ––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogen-ic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry subma-rine, dirt submarine, swarm-ing with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying thenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the wa-terboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be destroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or Of the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomina-tion, the bitten symptom––park grayed the mouth, me and the wasps paper-mak-ers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casual-ties, of or through metas-tasis,  and the underlyingphenomenon is still awayited, an emergent kind, al-beit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, vid-eo-taped, analog like any animal  o rcity, so it can be de-stroyed, effaced, “I trustthat Simon’s intention is towitness something,” I heard you say of or through metas-tasis [evidence of battle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is giv-en a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt throughout the house ] l i k e any acid oeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be as-phyxiated, dry submarine,dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the wa-terboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal red, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underly-ing mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I didnot want my pain to betransmitted, dirt abomina-tion, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be as-phyxiated, dry submarine,dirt submarine, swarming with the casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the underlying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the wa-terboard, and the twelfthtechnique, false burial, biteon that, video-taped, analoglike any animal  pith to pulp, I am I did not want to be asphyxiated, dry submarine, dirt submarine, swarming with the casual-ties, of or through metas-tasis,  and the underlyingphenomenon is still await-ed, an emergent kind, albe-it lesser, this new  lividity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the numberof breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, vid-eo-taped, analog like any animal red, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomina-tion, the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the oth-er dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boilingred, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am Idid not want to be asphyx-iated, dry submarine, dirtsubmarine, swarming withthe casualties, of or through metastasis,  and the under-lying phenomenon is still awaited, an emergent kind, albeit lesser, this new  li-vidity, undead, I am I did not want to be detained among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the wa-terboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, biteon that, video-taped, analoglike any animal  or city, so it can be de-stroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp and gen-eral; the stage is ruins, the audience is giv-en a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] l i k e any acid or school of amer-naked sex to die in underthe second device that willnot be torn out of mind,simulated death, Guantana-mo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone subsides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the wa-terboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite or city, so it can be de-stroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or throughbattle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, furniture), as they en-ter the performance space,  the audience is given a shredof car tire to hold, and rub-ber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guantanamo [and when the maximum decibels ofSkinny Puppy subside, only once or twice, a minimal composition plays as re-lent, relent must be felt to be possible   of lasting] beyond the traumaeffect of simulateddeath,  I am I did not want to be the long century of it   or it feels like that con-stant white noise, naked, en
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attle is sharp and general; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my na-ked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simu-lated death, Guantanamo [and when the industrial psychological noise drone subsides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the water-board, and the twelfth tech-nique, false burial, bite on that, video-taped, analog like any animal  or city, so it can be de-stroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of bat-tle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, furniture), as they enter the performance space,  the au-dience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] like any acid or school of americas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under tred, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abom-ination, the bitten symp-tom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps pa-per-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boilingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underly-ing mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, yel-low-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underlying mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomination, the bitten nique, false burial, bite on

attle is sharp and gen-eral; the stage is ruins, the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold; rubber is burnt theoughout the house ] l i k e any acid or school of amer-icas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in under the second device that will not be torn out of mind, simulated death, Guanta-namo [and when the in-dustrial psychological noise drone subsides, only once or twice, waves and a few tones play out] among the carcinogens, and the school of americas, the number of breaths you can absent under the waterboard, and the twelfth technique, false burial, bite on that, vid-eo-taped, analog like any animal  o r city, so it can be de-stroyed, effaced, “I trust that Simon’s intention is to witness something,” I heard you say of or through metastasis [evidence of battle is sharp, and general (large fragments of blasted city scape, some domestic items, furniture), as they enter the performance space,  the audience is given a shred of car tire to hold, and rubber is burnt throughout] l i k e any acid or school of amer-icas I am I did not want my naked sex to die in un-der tred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underly-ing mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain to be transmitted, dirt abomish and me and the wasps pa-per-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boilingred, yellow-chrome, bronze, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of the underly-ing mechanisms of how I am in the epic, I am I did not want my pain toOf the corpse poem, pink teeth in its dead mouth––––black, red, bronze, gold-black, dark red, gleaming, red, gold-black, fire-lit, bronze–––of pain be trans-the bitten symptom––park grayed by paper-ash and carcinogenic dust––pink teeth, a sign in the mouth, me and the wasps paper-makers, the other dead won’t  touch the stuff, slow boiling pith to pulp,  I am I did not want to be as

2.1: Time in the body / the body in time is both an excruciating circuit 
of pain, and bare rhythmic-ground (measure) of being in the epic. 
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“and I will ransom myself, my father will pay you 
         any price; back home we have bronze, mirror-bronze, 
Arabian horses, and gold, & worked-iron, 

       and more gold still–––my father will pay you 
anything if he just hears that I’m alive, 
       a prisoner among the hollow ships. Please.”   

“Take me prisoner,” he said  almost to no one there––
       no one, or emergent night,       “take me prisoner” 
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2.1.1: Time then is 
black earth––bodies
going into it; time

is apparatus: pure
capture of the living, 
their many gestures,

ideas, desires, dis-
courses among days
& architectures &

the thigh-tall grasses––
still-wet with it all;
time is subjegation

to force / to force and
its decimations; time,
therefore, is empire:

always & everywhere 
a limit––impossibility–– 
(you feel it sill, here

in this no-place) 
of escape, or over- 
throwing immortal epic.




